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*Burial at Sea* —Brings you closer to Rapture and Columbia as never before. Explore Rapture, the
once-great city at the bottom of the sea, and battle against both the Shrimpton and the Splicers.

Clash in the Clouds —Prove your mastery of BioShock Infinite's combat across 4 new environments
and complete challenges to unlock bonus content. *Bonus Materials* —Unlock this content to get a
behind-the-scenes look at the making of the Columbia’s Finest Pack content. Bioshock Infinite kicks
off the year with a thrilling race against time as gamers battle the forces of the Firefight at Sea DLC.
Players will prepare for battle at The Royal Spoon Hotel and embark on the second “Burial at Sea”

expedition from the perspective of the mysterious Elizabeth, who has been locked up on a flying city
called Columbia. Together, players will battle the forces of the Firefight at Sea Pack. The “Clash in

the Clouds” DLC will be released in Spring 2013 and is scheduled for a $14.99 value, while the
“Burial at Sea Episode 1 and 2” DLCs will be $9.99 each. The first DLC pack for BioShock Infinite has

been released, The Burial at Sea Pack. This DLC comprises of two episodes and the cost is $9.99
each on the PS3 and Xbox 360, so it's probably best to grab it as soon as you can. If you want to see
more of the DLC for the Infinite before you purchase, then check out some of our previous articles

right here on PSLS. This week an action shooter from the makers of Bioshock comes to the
PlayStation 3, BioShock Infinite arrives on store shelves as a download from PSN and Xbox Live. Why

you ask? well its got the iconic Infinite ending to the game that Bioshock fans craved. The story of
BioShock Infinite tells the tale of what happens after the events of the original game and as Booker
DeWitt, a former soldier called to Rapture, a city that floats secluded above the clouds. This is a first
person shooter that takes place 100 years after Rapture has fallen and the player must lead a group

of soldiers against various enemies and also control the airships that control the cities power.
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to ask for help, so i'm here. well, i've managed
to get this to work, i've installed it, i've

changed the region to england (which i think
is the closest thing to us), and i've installed

the "english language pack" that i downloaded
from the xbox store. the games on demand

version supports english, french, italian,
german, spanish, portuguese. download the

manual for this game by locating the game on
and selecting see game manual. as the only

child in a family of scientists, the young
booker dewitt can't help but be fascinated by

the world around him. the columbia he
discovers, however, is a city of blind faith,

ruled by a benevolent tyrant known only as
the president. the games on demand version

supports english, french, italian, german,
spanish, portuguese. download the manual for

this game by locating the game on and
selecting see game manual. throughout the
game, the player will encounter dialog-tree

puzzles. the games on demand version
supports english, french, italian, german,

spanish, portuguese. download the manual for
this game by locating the game on and
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selecting see game manual. in the midst of a
civil war, the citizens of columbia are divided

into two factions: the founding fathers and the
regents. in the founding fathers, criminals are

consigned to the lower city's prison. in the
regents, whose ranks include the president
and the military, the guilty are remanded to

the city's high-security penitentiary,
designated as the old penitentiary.
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